
Assistant Professor in Accounting, Finance,
International Business, Management,
Economics
Company:
Beijing Normal University

Location:
China / Zhuhai

Discipline:
Accounting, Finance, International Business, Management (including Environment
Management and Energy Management), Economics, and other related fields

Employment Type:
Permanent Full-time

Posted:
18/09/2023

Contact Person:
Zhang Yaoyao; Lee Insook

Bay Area International Business School, Beijing Normal
University

POSITION DESCRIPTION

Position: Assistant Professor and above

Discipline: Accounting, Finance, International Business, Management (including environment
management and energy management), Economics, and other related fields

Location: Zhuhai, China

Website: https://bibs.bnu.edu.cn/

BEIJING NORMAL UNIVERSITY

Beijing Normal University (BNU) is a public comprehensive university that is renowned for
education science, basic sciences and humanities. Its roots go back to 1902 when it was
established as the Normal School of Peking University. According to QS World University Rankings,
BNU is ranked top 10 among Chinese mainland universities. In 2017, it was included in Category-A
list of the country’s initiative to build world-class universities, and 11 disciplines have been



selected for China’s “Double-First Class” Initiative. BNU is vigorously building a system for high-
caliber research and a “one body-two wings” pattern where the Beijing Campus and Zhuhai
Campus complement and reinforce each other with different areas of focus.

BAY AREA INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SCHOOL

Located in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area of China, Bay Area International
Business School (BIBS) pursues its vision to be a leading international business school. We are
committed to building a platform which connects faculty, students, and top firms in the industry,
and links academic research with development of the Greater Bay Area. BIBS curriculum
encompasses both traditional business-related disciplines and cutting-edge application-oriented
disciplines keeping up with trends of industry. As BIBS integrates high-caliber research, tertiary
education and social service, we put priority on research and innovation, and invite talents from all
over the world to join us to build a high-quality business education platform.

BASIC QUALIFICATION/EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants are expected to:

Hold a PhD degree in related fields
Have a competitive record of academic publications in top peer-reviewed internationally
recognized journals

ADVANCED REQUIREMENTS:

Applicants may be be given priority if they:

Have successfully obtained and managed grants and funding (external to home institution)
Have experience of supervising PhD students to completion
Have worked at a senior position in reputed academic institutes

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:

Applicants should generally:

Develop and teach courses of topics within your research field using a wide range of
methodologies and approaches;
Actively conduct research either collaboratively or individually, contributing to a high-quality
research profile for the Business School;

Applicants considered for advanced opportunities should:

Lead a research group in related disciplines
Publish in top tier, peer-reviewed journals
Design courses keeping up with current development of industry
Supervise graduate students
Engage in school management activities

COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS:

Competitive salary
Housing allowance, shared ownership housing, relocation compensation for eligible



candidates
Medical insurance and paid annual leaves
Top international and public education for children

TO APPLY:

Please send application files to bibshr@bnu.edu.cn, indicating your target position and research
field in the subject line. Include these documents in your application email:

A cover letter
A current CV, indicating citizenship and highest level of education
Sample of research, such as front page of published papers
Reference letters from three referees

Informal inquiries may be addressed to our Recruitment Team at zhangyaoyao@bnu.edu.cn.

Contact Person:
Zhang Yaoyao; Lee Insook


